In this paper, estimation of a reliability of the multi-component system in stress-strength model R (s,k) is considered, when the stress and strength are independent random variables and follows the Exponentiated Weibull Distribution (EWD) with known first shape parameter θ and, the second shape parameter α is unknown. Different shrinkage estimation methods of R (s,k) for (EWD) are introduced based on maximum likelihood and moment methods. The comparisons among the proposed estimators that depend on the simulation technique are made and mean squared error (MSE) is used as criteria.
Introduction
The stress-strength (S-S) reliability of the system which contains one component is denoted by R=P(Y<X), where Y arise the stress random variable and X arise the strength random variable. And hence "the stress-strength (S-S) reliability is computed as = f Strength (x). F Stress (x)dx ∞ 0
. Its application has spread out into many fields; one of the most developed usual applications focuses on engineeringoriented problems. For example, the common tennis racket is composed of two basic subsystems, the frame, and string. During a tennis match, the random stress a racket is exposed to includes hitting the ball repeated times or falling on the ground accidently; [23] . As well as (S-S) model is used in engineering devices, it has been usually determined, how long rang time of the system will be live. The stress-strength model has been studied by many authors like Ali, Pal, and Woo (2012), they estimated the (S-S) reliability of Generalized Gamma distribution with four parameters; [2] . Hussian in 2013, considered the estimation of the reliability of stress-strength model forgeneralized inverted exponential distribution; [9] . Ghitany et al. (2015) , studied estimation of the reliability of stress-strength system from power Lindley distribution; [6] . Najarzadegan et al. (2016) , considered the estimation of P (Y<X) for the Levy distribution; [14] .
The reliability of the system model; s out of k (s-k) denoted by R (s,k) functioning when at least s (1≤s≤k) of components survive was introduced by Bhattacharyya and Johnson (1974) . "They developed the reliability multi-component stress-strength system model R (s,k) which including k of a component and identical strength component put up with common stress function if s (1≤s≤k) or more of the components simultaneously operate"; [5] . This system works successfully, if at least s out of k components resist the stress. Noted that, if s=1 and s=k corresponded respectively, to parallel and series systems. The mentioned model was used in many applications in physics and engineering such as strength failure and the system collapse; [7] .
In 2010, Rao & Kantam studied a system of k multicomponent which have independently and identically strength x 1 , x 2 , …, x k random variables distributed experiencing the random stress y when stress and strength follow the Log-Logistic distribution; [17] . Srinivasa Rao (2012) estimated the multi-component system of reliability for log-logistic distribution with different shape parameters; [20] . As well as, in the same year, Srinivasa Rao studied estimation for the reliability of multi-component stressstrength model based generalized exponential distribution; [19] . While Hassan & Basheikh (2012) studied reliability estimation of stress-strength model with non-identical component strengths by using the exponentiated Pareto distribution; [7] . In 2016, Srinivasa Rao et al. estimated the multi-component stress-strength reliability of a system when stress and strength follow exponentiated Weibull distribution; [18] . Recently, Hassan (2017) studied the estimation of multi-component of reliability (S-S) system model when each of stress and strength follows Lindley distribution; [8] . Mudholkar and Srivastava(1993) introduced the exponentiated Weibull distribution (EWD) as an extension of the Weibull distribution, the obtained distribution is characterized by bathtub-shaped and model failure rates besides a broader class of monotone failure rates; [12] . Mudholkar et al.(1995) explained also applications of the exponentiated Weibull distribution in reliability and survival; [13] . Some properties and a flood data application of exponentiated Weibull family were studied by Mudholkar and Huston (1996) ; [11] . Nassar and Eissa (2003) had done some studies on exponentiated Weibull distribution model; [15] . Several authors have been used the (EWD) as a model of many fields like flood data, biological studies also in physical explanation …etc.
The aim of this paper is to estimate the multi-component system reliability of stress-strength model R (s,k) based on exponentiated Weibull distribution with known shape parameter θ and the other shape parameter α will be unknown via different estimation methods like MLE and MOM, as well as some of theshrinkage methods. The comparisons between the proposed estimator methods by (2) In order to find a system reliability consisting of k th identical components(when at least s out of k function) for the strength X 1 , X 2 , …, X k which are random variables with EWD ( 1 , ), subjected to a stress Y which is a random variable follows EWD ( 2 , ) depend on Bhattacharyya and Johnson (1974) , the reliability of a multi-component stressstrength model R (s,k) ; [5] can be calculated as R (s,k) =P(at least s of the X 1 , X 2 ,…, X k exceed mine)
And by some of the simplification, we get R (s,k) = 
Maximum Likelihood Estimator (MLE)
Suppose that k of components are put on life-testing experiment, in this case, we consider that x 1 ,x 2 ,…,x n are a random sample of size n follows EWD ( 1 , ), then x (1) <x (2) <…<x (n) represent the order random sample of x and y 1 ,y 2 ,…,y m be a random sample of size m follows EWD ( 2 , ), and y (1) <y (2) <…<y (m) refers to the order random sample of y. Then the likelihood function of the mentioned system will be:
Take logarithm for both sides, we get:
Derive the above equation with respect to the unknown shape parameters (i=1,2) and equating the result to zero, we get:
Thus, the maximum likelihood estimator of the parameter (i=1,2) will be as follows:
By substituting (i=1,2) in equation (3) we get the reliability estimation for R (s,k) model via Maximum Likelihood method as below:
Moment Method (MOM) R (s,k ) :
Let x 1 ,x 2 , …,x n be a random sample of size nfor strengthX follows EW ( 1 , ), and y 1 , y 2 , …, y m be a random sample of size m for stress Y follows EW ( 2 , ). Let and are the means of samples of strength and stress respectively, then the population moments of X, Y are given by; see [1 6] .
and N is the set of natural number Therefore, the population means of X and Y are respectively as below:
And, By simplification, we obtain the estimation of unknown shape parameters (i=1,2) using moment method as follows:
Substitution 0 (i=1,2) in equation (3), we conclude the reliability estimation for R (s,k) model via moment method as below:
Shrinkage Estimation Method (Sh):
Thompson in 1968 has suggested the problem of shrink a usual estimator of the parameter to prior information 0 using shrinkage weight factor ∅( ), such that 0≤ ∅( ) ≤1.
Thompson says that "We are estimating and we believe 0 is closed to the true value of or we fear that 0 may be near the true value of , that is mean something bad happens if 0 ≈ and we do not use 0 ". Thus, the form of shrinkage estimator of α say will be:
In this work, we apply the unbiased estimator as a usual estimator and the moment estimator as a prior estimation of α in equation (12) above. Where ∅( ) denote the shrinkage weight factor as we mentioned above such that 0≤ ∅( ) ≤1, which may be a function of ; a function of sample size (n,m) or may be constant or can be found by minimizing the mean square error of .Thus, the shrinkage estimator for the shape parameter of EWD will be as follows: 
The shrinkage weight function (sh1):
In this subsection, we consider the shrinkage weight factor as a function of sizes n and m respectively. i.e. ∅ 1 1 = − , and ∅ 2 2 = − Where n, and m is defined in subsection (2.1), therefore the shrinkage estimator of which is defined in equation (13) upon above shrinkage weight function will be:
substitute equation (14) in equation (3) we obtain the shrinkage reliability estimation of R (s,k) model as follows:
Constant shrinkage weight factor (sh2):
We suggest in this subsection a constant shrinkage weight factor = 0.3; (i=1,2). Therefore, the shrinkage estimator using specific constant weight factor will be as follows (3) to find shrinkage estimation of R (s,k) using the above constant shrinkage weight factor as follows: In this subsection, we introduce and modify the shrinkage weight factor consider by Thompson in 1968 as below.
…(18) Therefore, the shrinkage estimator of (i=1,2) by using above modified shrinkage weight factor will be:
Substitute equation (19) in equation (3), we conclude the reliability estimation of R(s,k) based on modified Thompson type shrinkage weight factor as follows: 
Simulation Study
In this section, numerical results were studied to compare the performance of the different estimators of reliability which is obtained in section 2, using different sample size =(10, 30, 50 and 100), based on 1000 replicationvia MSE criteria. For this purpose, Mote Carlo simulation was used as the following steps [10] : Procedure:
Step1: Generate the random sample which follows the continuous uniform distribution defined on the interval (0,1) as u 1 ,u 2 ,…, u n .
Step 2: Generate the random sample which follows the continuous uniform distribution defined on the interval (0, 1) as v 1 , v 2 ,…, v m .
Step 3: Transform the uniform random samples in step1 to random samples follows EWD, applying the theorem that using the inverse cumulative probability distribution function Step4: Recall the R (s,k) as in equation (3).
Step5:
Compute the maximum likelihood estimator of R (s,k) using equation (6) .
Step6: apply the moment method on R (s,k) using equation (11) .
Step7: Calculate the three shrinkage estimators of R (s,k) using equations (15), (17) and (20) . Step8: Based on (L=1000) replication, the MSE for all proposed estimation methods of R (s,k) is utilized as follows:
refers the proposed estimators of real value of reliability R (s,k) . Note that in this paper, we consider s=1 with k=3, s=2 with k=3 and s=2 with k=4, and all the results are put it in the tables (1-12) below. Table 4 : MSE for R (s,k) when s=2 with k=3 , α 1 =2, α 2 =4, θ=3, and R (s,k) = 0.30000 
Discussion Numerical Simulation Results
For all n= (10, 30, 50, 100) and for all m= (10, 30, 50, 100) , in this work, the minimum mean square error (MSE) for reliability estimation of R (s,k) model for the exponentiated Weibull distribution is held using the shrinkage weight factor as a function of sizes n and m ( 1 ). This implies that, the shrinkage for reliability estimation ( 1 ) is the best and follows by using Thompson type shrinkage estimator . For any n, some of the proposed estimator (sh 1 ,th) is decreasing with m and the other methods are vibration. Finally, when n=m=100, the third order best estimator is shrinkage estimation method using constant shrinkage weight function ( 2 ) after 1 and .
Conclusion
From the numerical results, one can find the proposal using the shrinkage weight factor as a function of sizes n and m (
